
The album was released on the date Christophe got married.
It bears the reference CM18062016,
the day when the artist said « I do ».

The song « Young and » is part of a documentary for the association Coming Alive.
The video was shot with Maxime Godart,

the actor who played « Le Petit Nicolas », a French novel.

A secret version of the song « Reach the stars » was recorded
in duet with comedian Maïk Darah, French dubbing voice
of Woopi Goldberg, Madonna and Courteney Cox.

The song « No excuse » is a reference to CMG Sports Club,
a French fitness club brand Christophe worked for for several years,

which used the hashtag #Pasdexcuse

Before the recording, Christophe was coached by Jasmine Roy,
emblematic canadian singer of the musical Starmania and famous
teacher of the Star Academy.

The song « In my chair » was written in memory of Christophe’s grand mother,
who suffered from Alzheimer’s and was central to his childhood.

Christophe grew up with the disease.

The name given to the song « Axel Fly » was the stage name Christophe took
when he was a teenager. It is now the heroic

Mister Everyone he refers to in his song.

« Sleep in peace » is in fact the English version of the song
« Grandir en paix » of Le Refuge association.
This version is longer than the original one.

Several associations took part in the « We are » video: SOS homophobie,
Bi’Cause, Flag, Homobus… A Young man from Le Refuge association was even
one of the dancers in the clip. The song was sung by a choir of 40
for the LGBT Cultures Festival.

Christophe fully financed the production of his album.
He had lots of odd jobs and it took him four years
to complete the project.1
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